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Doran’s Sleeping Child Check® monitor complies with Wisconsin’s Day Care Van Alarm Bill
Cincinnati, Ohio – Doran Manufacturing, LLC received confirmation from Wisconsin’s Department of
Children and Families that the company’s Sleeping Child Check® Monitor complies with the recently
passed Day Care Alarm Bill (2009 Assembly Bill 176).
The Doran Sleeping Child Check® monitor (SCC-AM-T1) includes a timer which provides a limited
amount of time for the driver to complete the check of the van/bus before the alarm is triggered and
the horn sounds. The timer is activated when the key for the vehicle is turned to the “OFF” position.
The switch is mounted inside the rear of the vehicle and is meant to force the driver to walk through
the bus/van all the way to the back to disengage it before exiting the bus.
“We were extremely proud to receive confirmation that our monitor complies
with Wisconsin’s new law.” said Jim Samocki, General Manager at Doran.
“This product is a prime example of our company’s ongoing commitment to
help protect children in the school bus/transportation market. Unfortunately,
we still see too many reports of children that are accidently left on a vehicle,
but we have seen a higher level of interest in these products over the past
year and it is the fastest growing product line in our school bus safety
products category.”
Doran’s Sleeping Child Check® monitor was first introduced to the market in
2002. The company continues to assemble both aftermarket and OEM
versions of these monitors in their Cincinnati, Ohio facility for a number of
school bus manufacturers and dealers.
Cincinnati-based Doran Manufacturing has been providing transportation safety products for school
buses, RVs and commercial trucks for more than thirty-five years. In addition to school bus safety
products (LED and Incandescent Exterior Light Monitors, Sleeping Child Check monitors,
Emergency Exit Monitors and a full range of LED lighting products), the company also provides tire
pressure monitoring systems to commercial truck fleets, RVs and motorcycles. In addition, the
company continues to manufacture terminals and terminal boards for small electric motors in the
original factory that was founded in 1954.
For more information on the Doran Sleeping Child Check® monitor product line, please call toll-free
(866) 816-SAFE (7233) or visit the company’s website at www.doranmfg.com. You can also contact
them via e-mail at gerdes_deborah@doranmfg.com or write to Doran Manufacturing, 2851
Massachusetts Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225.
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